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Abstract—CAPTCHA based security is an indispensable part of any website in current era. As CAPTCHAs are evolving against various attacks, rigid techniques for CAPTCHA designing are consequent. Web Security through CaRP is a promising area. In this paper, we propose a novel multilevel security system through combination of image recognition based CAPTCHA and a 9-dots panel based CAPTCHA as gRaphical password (CaRP). We have also analysed the user acceptance for the same.
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I. INTRODUCTION
CAPTCHA is a reverse turing test to identify human and bots apart. It effectively repels several types of attacks on web. As this war is getting fierce day by day, bots and CAPTCHAs are continuously improving technologically. Current CAPTCHA techniques aspire to use hard AI problems to implement security measures. One of the emerging techniques is the use of CAPTCHA as gRaphical Password (CaRP). It combines graphical password and CAPTCHA scheme. CaRP requires user to perform some mouse dynamics based tasks.

CaRP provides robust security against online dictionary attacks and relay attacks. CaRP implements Captcha-based Password Authentication (CbPA) protocol to counter online dictionary attacks. CbPA-protocol mandates the user to solve a CAPTCHA challenge right after the user provides a valid user ID and password pair. Thus CaRP satisfies the basic requirement of user friendly interface for human being and higher complexity for bots.

II. GRAPHICAL PASSW0RD TECHNIQUES
A. Recognition based Technique
Recognition based technique requires user to memorize some set of previously selected images and recognize those images from a set of random images at the time of login.

ClickText requires user to click a sequence of characters which are randomly arranged in set of 33 characters on a 2D space. It authorizes user if password characters are clicked in specified sequence [1].

ClickAnimal uses sequence of animal names as password. CAPTCHA is generated by arranging 2D animal images on a cluttered background [1]. Here an alphabet consists of similar animals e.g. dog, horse, pig etc. It has smaller password space as compared to Click Text CaRP.

Passfaces needs user to choose a set of human faces during registration phase and identify those preselected human faces from a random set of human faces at the time of authentication [2].

Déjà vu scheme uses similar approach like Passfaces but it uses random art pictures instead of human faces [3]. These art images are difficult to remember for a user, thus login phase takes longer time.

B. Recall based Technique
Recognition based technique requires user to reproduce or select something which he had produced or selected in registration phase.

Draw-A-Secret technique (DAS) asks the user to draw something in a 2D grid canvas and reproduce the same drawing during authentication phase [4]. Similarly Passdoodle allows user to use freehand drawing without a visible grid as a password [5].

C. Cued Recall based Technique
Cued Recall based techniques provide user an image or set of images from which user have to select click point as the password. It also provides some hints which help users to reproduce their passwords with high accuracy.

Greg blender proposed a method in which presents the user with pre-stored images and asks to tap region by pointing location on image. It is more vulnerable as clicking region is small and simple [6].

Passpoints requires the user to set sequence of clicks on an image as his password and reproduce the same sequence of clicks during authentication phase [7]. Cued Click-Points (CCP) method reduced hotspots and improvised usability of Passpoints. This method asks user to click on one point per image for a sequence of images [8]. It displays the next image on the basis of location of the previous clickpoint.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

All of the graphical passwords discussed in section II offer a single level of security, thus they are prone to bot attacks. In this section we propose a novel technique to repel imposters and bots by combining multiple security methods.

A. Modules

Security methods which are combined in our approach are:
- Token based authentication.
- Click based image recognition CAPTCHA.
- 9-Dots panel CaRP.
- One Time Password (OTP).

1) Token based authentication: A token is a piece of data that has no meaning or use on its own, but when it is combined with the correct tokenization system, it becomes a vital player in securing the application. Token based authentication ensures that each request to a server is accompanied by a signed token which the server verifies for authenticity and only then responds to the request.

The proposed system requires user to enter the unique user name registered at the sign up phase for each future sign in attempt.

2) Click based Image Recognition CAPTCHA: We have reused Google reCAPTCHA which provides a checkbox for user verification as human.

Google reCAPTCHA takes advantage of classic Computer Vision problem of image labelling and the fact that most of the bots do not execute JavaScript and consequently they are unable to identify the correlation between the displayed text and the DOM or required actions.

3) 9-Dots panel CaRP: We have incorporated a 9-Dots panel which acts as mouse dynamics based CaRP. It is similar to DAS CaRP scheme but instead of a visible grid, it provides a 9-Dots panel. User has to draw the same pattern which was registered during sign up phase. Pattern is drawn using a mouse or touchpad by connecting the desired dots on the 9-dots panel. As most of the mobile devices offer the same system of 9-Dots panel based password security, this 9-Dots panel provides user friendly interface and simplicity.

B. Algorithm

1) Algorithm for Sign Up:

Step1: Once user clicks ‘Sign Up’ button on the homepage, redirect him/her on the Sign Up page.

Step2: User has to enter a unique username and a valid email address. User clicks on the ‘I’m not a robot’ checkbox.

Step3: When user clicks the ‘I’m not a robot’ checkbox, system will display an image based captcha challenge.

Step4: If user correctly verifies the image based captcha then he/she will be allowed to proceed. Otherwise system will present a new challenge of the image based captcha to be solved.

Step5: User is asked to draw a 9-dots pattern twice, which will be used as password for future Sign Ins.

Step6: If 2 patterns drawn by the user on 9-dots panel of graphical captcha are not matching then user gets a message that two patterns should be the same. Go to Step5.

Step7: If the username provided by the user already exists then user is asked to provide some other unique username. Go to Step2.

Step8: If the user correctly draws the same pattern twice and the username provided by user is unique then system will allow him/her to land in the private account page and consider the Sign Up process has been successfully completed and redirects user to the private page.

Step9: Internally system stores the username, email address and graphical password for future authentication purpose.
User Feedback

Although the number of volunteers was limited but 10 days of daily use of the proposed system shows promising feedback from the users.

V. CONCLUSION

Bots and security systems follow the Kaizen philosophy of continuous improvement. CaRP is a pivotal trend in security systems. Thus amalgamation of multiple security techniques like token based authentication, click based image recognition CAPTCHA, 9-Dots panel CaRP and One Time Password (OTP) will definitely induce a new wave of security enhancement. User feedback on the proposed system shows favourable results, encouraging such efforts in this area.
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